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Gamebase USA Announces 
Advanced Networking Support

Gamebase USA, a subsidiary of Gamebase 
Co. Ltd., announced today it has integrated 
RakNet networking technology into Game-
bryo 4.0, the latest version of its industry-
leading game engine.

The combination of Gamebryo with other 
leading middleware solutions ensures that 
development teams have access to the 
highest level of integrated technologies. 
Gamebase USA recognizes how critical in-
tegrated technologies are in the develop-
ment process through simplifying pipelines, 
increasing productivity, and agile iteration. 
RakNet’s cross-platform C++ engine will en-
hance Gamebryo with delivering high per-
formance networking features such as voice 
chat, lobby system, security, host migration 
and cross-platform play.

Genetica 4.0 
Announced

Spiral Graphics Inc. has announced Ge-
netica 4.0, a momentous new version of 
its seamless texture, animation, and HDRI 
environment map editor. The new version, 
anticipated for release in the first quarter 
of 2013, can be preordered for a 40% dis-
count. 

Key features of the new version include:

1. A streamlined new way of editing graph-
ics based on tweaking options in an in-
tuitive interface. The existing node-based 
approach is still there for power users, but 
is no longer a necessity for performing 
common operations. 2. A new filter system 
making it easy to for artists to add effects 
to existing photos and images and many 
more...

Matchmoving: The Invisible Art of Camera Tracking, 2nd Edition - 
Matchmoving is a technique that allows computer graphics to be inserted 
into live-action footage with correct position, scale, orientation, and mo-
tion. Also known as motion tracking, it’s what allows movie monsters to run 
down Main Street and robots to run through crowds--and look real. Now 
this unique book from a top expert from Industrial Light and Magic teaches 
you the art of matchmoving. With step-by-step tutorials and pages of ex-
amples, this book first explains the basics and then shows you professional 
techniques, from 3D calibration and tracking, to stereoscopy, and more.

Mastering Blender: 2nd Edition - Blender, the open-source 3D software, 
is more popular than ever and continues to add functionality. If you’re an 
intermediate or advanced user, this new edition of Tony Mullen’s expert 
guide is what you need to get up to speed on Blender and expand your 
skills. From modeling, texturing, animation, and visual effects to high-level 
techniques for film, television, games, and more, this book covers it all. It 
also highlights Blender’s very latest features, including new camera track-
ing tools and a new renderer. Create realistic animation and visual effects 
with Blender and this expert guide that shows you step by step how to do it.

http://as.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1118275403,miniSiteCd-SYBEX.html
http://as.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-111835205X,miniSiteCd-SYBEX.html
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Interview with
 Tomasz Strzalkowski

You need to have some 
skills, but if it is sup-

ported by the passion 
and hard work it will 
always bring positive 

results

Hello Tomasz, could you tell us a bit about yourself and your background in CG and are 
you self-taught or have taken some training?

I work as an art director for Flying Wild 
Hog. In the past, I worked as a senior 3d 
Artist, then as a Lead Asset Artist for Peo-
ple Can Fly. I also had some working ex-
perience in advertising agencies and I was 
an editor and tester in 3d graphics maga-
zines – I was testing various devices and 
software applications, which gave me the 
possibility to work with many advanced CG 
tools. When it comes to fine arts, I gradu-
ated from artistic higher education institu-
tion and I hold a Master’s Degree. How-
ever, I had chosen CG before I applied for 
a university. I was learning to use the CG 
applications by laborious testing, checking 
and playing the tutorials from books and 
graphic magazines, so we can say that I’m 
self-taught. I was fascinated with comput-
ers and the possibilities they were given 
as far as the graphics were concerned.   
Next, I discovered 3D applications and I 
was flabbergasted with them. The oppor-
tunity to create a virtual world, places and 
objects, at which you could look from different perspectives – it was totally remarkable for me. 
What I’ve got to like the most was that you could create things that are impossible to exist in a 
real world; however, they look as if they were real! The possibility to create those virtual worlds 
and in a way to enter them is just incredible. It gives you the chance to put your ideas into life. 
And I’ve always been interested in fine arts.  
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Please tell us about your past and current jobs. How you end up with the current job? 

The previous company I worked for was People Can Fly where I took part in the production pro-
cess of such games as Painkiller, Painkiller: Battle out of hell, Painkiller: Hell Wars (Xbox) as a 
senior 3d artist. Next, there was a project in which I worked as  a Lead texture artist but, unfortu-
nately, it was cancelled. Then I worked on Bulletstorm as a Lead environment asset artist. I was 
also partially responsible for the conversion of  Gears of War for a PC. At the moment I’m an Art 
Director for Flying Wild Hog and we’re currently working on a new project. 

How does your typical workflow look like?

First, I come up with an idea and then I try to make a sketch on paper about it as soon as pos-
sible. It’s like a note for me. Then, I create initial 3d models. During that process I always try to 
develop my first idea until I decide that it’s quite satisfying for me. I do the rendering of what I’ve 
already completed and I make sketches on it  to get the best effect. All this process is really about 
discovering something that exists in my head and when I’m starting to see it I feel really excited. 
Some solutions are often obvious at first, but in practice they are not always the right ones so I 
start again until I feel that this particular work is what I wanted to achieve.  
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Your work is totally different from other artists may be “trees”, “branches”, from where 
you got such inspiration and reason for such concepts

I like trees a lot, their shapes and fabric – there is a lot of inspiration there. When you look closely 
at the trees, every time you can find something new, something remarkable and mysterious. A 
quite uncontrollable technology is very inspirational as well. The combination of trees and tech-
nology and searching for a symbiosis between them is, in my opinion, very interesting and a 
little bit frightening, too.  It’s difficult to say what is emulating what – is it the nature that thanks 
to evolution tries to adjust to new conditions and it wants to take on the shape of uncontrollable 
technological objects? Or maybe the other way round, maybe it’s the technology, living its own, 
independent life, which tries to emulate the nature and takes on its shapes, regarding them as 
more advanced? Maybe the technology wants to become nature and tries to create similar, or 
even better environment for itself or to substitute natural environment altogether. It might also be 
the case that technology wants to create its own perfected world with a more advanced evolu-
tion, the technology which considers nature to be the best example and reaching the conclusion 
that nature is in fact superior to it. I really don’t know! Of course, it doesn’t happen in all my works, 
but each and every work has its own story which can be read in hundreds of ways. Whenever 
I create something like this, I always have at least a few explanations of what is really going on 
there. And even if there is the one main explanation, it’s all about everybody finding their own 
stories there. That’s why I like when there always remains something unsaid.  
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Why there are no hyper realistic scenes, characters in your portfolio, or you don’t like to 
create them?

I’ve always wanted to present places and 
I believe that in some works characters 
can upset the idea of particular scenes. 
They are often stories about merging of 
technology and nature and I didn’t want 
to involve characters in that. It is often 
the case that these are mysterious oc-
currences and the technology itself is a 
product of human or alien actions and it 
tells the story of some intelligent beings 
whose technological advancement goes 
out of control. What’s important, the very 
existence of such technology means 
that some characters might have been 
involved in that.  Adding the characters 
would make the final effect easier. I also 
wanted to keep the atmosphere of mys-
tery. Of course, there are some charac-
ters in my later works but it’s a premedi-
tated effect as I came to the conclusion 
that in some cases characters can be 
very interesting. This is also a good idea 
for a new series of works. 

What are the best and worst parts of 
your job?

The best part of working on a graphic art is when you come up with an idea. Then, I began to 
make a sketch of it when I decide it might lead to something interesting. First steps are really 
exciting. Of course, the further you go with your work, the better it gets. In my opinion, the crea-
tion process is similar to discovering visions which are hidden deep inside your mind. It’s often 
quite surprising but you feel that this is what you were looking for – and that is a great feeling. 
It often happens that even if the work is quite advanced but I didn’t find anything special in it, I 
just started all over again. This is often the worst thing when you want to create something new 
– when you reach the point where you don’t know what to do and which way to go next. Some-
times it’s enough to have a rest, do something else for a while and then get back to it. It seems 
that the technical problems might be difficult to overcome; however, these are the annoying but 
very instructive moments. And thanks to such moments every next work is much easier and you 
can concentrate on more artistic value. Of course, the satisfaction you get from a particular work 
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doesn’t last too long, which drives to new projects. It’s not only about making your visions come 
true, but it’s also about the need to constantly improve your skills and to always try to do your 
best. 

Let’s talk about “Mysterious Sculpture”, tell me where the idea to create such a character 
came from? How did you start and how did it end up? 

As for the ‘Mysterious sculpture,’ the idea had been developing in my mind for a long time. One 
day, I just sat at my tablet, ran ZBrush and, having a usual sphere in front of me, I started the 
carving. With time, I realized that something begins to appear in front of my eyes – something 
that began to look like the final idea. This was quite intrinsic. At that moment I started to treat it 
more seriously.  When I achieved the main shape which more or less satisfied me, I went on to 
make a sketch in Photoshop looking for the best shape. Working on that model was very steady 
and experimenting on it was a sheer pleasure.  I used the Dynamesh tool for modelling and, 
thanks to the possibility to set up the resolution at 2048 which is enabled in the new ZBrush ver-
sion; I was not worried that the quality of the grid would be lowered. 

The other great and useful 
tool is insertmesh. The lower 
parts of the sculpture were 
made using that particular 
brush. I had prepared suit-
able elements myself, which 
allowed me to get these 
shapes. The next step was 
to texture the model in a way 
which would not upset the 
whole sculpture; I wanted 
the texturing not to be ag-
gressive so that the whole 
sculpture would look natural.  
I did the texturing in ZBrush 
using spotlight and only three 
textures. To make it easier, I 
used different masks on the 
object. When everything was 
ready, I began to the render-
ing process. First, I wanted to 
achieve the ambient light and to do so I used a simple texture with a color that suited me best 
with Lightcap tool. Thanks to that I got quite pleasant and smooth ambient light. Then I rendered 
the key light and next the rim light. I also rendered other necessary layers, such as mask, ambi-
ent occlusion, depth and cavity. I put it all together in Photoshop where I also added a few effects, 
namely sharpness depth, background and color correction.
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Which software’s you have in your arsenal and why you prefer to use them?

My favorite application which I use the most often is ZBrush. Of course, I recommend Maya and 
Photoshop as well. They are the main programs which I’ve been using at work for many years 
now. 

How’z the computer graphics market currently in Poland and you think that it’s hard to 
find a job currently in the industry?

The job market for graphic 
artists has improved lately in 
Poland. I’ve been working in 
gamedev for 10 years and 
the beginnings weren’t easy, 
though I personally worked for 
PCF and I couldn’t really com-
plain. At present, there are a lot 
of game dev companies on the 
Polish market and the quality of 
Polish products is very high, so 
I think people with appropriate 
skills won’t have problems with 
finding a job. Of course, CG is 
not only about gamedev, but I 
think that also in other areas 
the situation is quite good. We 
have a lot of famous graphic 
artists and companies that are 
known and respected all over 
the world.

What are the best things to 
put into the portfolio of an 
artist like you?

On the conscious level I don’t 
know which ones are best. I fol-
low my gut feeling.

What other interests do you have that helps influence your work and keep you motivated?

I love listening to music. In fact, I can’t imagine not to listen to music while I’m working. Music 
inspires me greatly and it gives me a lot of energy. It also allows me to cut myself off the whole 
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world around me, which helps me to concentrate on my work and feel it better. I also spend some 
time watching other artists’ works – painters, sculptors and graphic designers. It’s very inspira-
tional to look at those often perfect works. I also find it useful to read books, especially science 
fiction ones. And movies, of course, where all the wealth of imagination appears on the screen.

Please give some advices to the aspiring Artists? So, they can give you some healthy 
competition

If you are really interested in creating graphics, or anything else for that matter, the most impor-
tant thing is to do it with a passion. Of course, you need to have some skills, but if it is supported 
by the passion and hard work it will always bring positive results. You need to be persistent, 
never ever give up whatever the obstacles are! Even if other people don’t believe in you, just go 
forward and do your best and it’s only the question of time when you fulfill your dreams.

What would be your dream project and why?

My biggest dream is to take part in a project similar to that of Prometheus. As far as visual effects 
are concerned, this movie is a feast for the eyes! I love this kind of design. Working with people 
who create such graphics and design must be an unforgettable and very instructive experience. 
Clearly, there are a lot of movies or projects which are also fascinating. I could say that my dream 
is working on a good science fiction movie. I wouldn’t refuse to work on a video game of this type 
either, I have quite a lot of experience in gamedev after all: -).

How you rate the CGArena?

CGArena is a great website about graphics. I look it up very often and get a lot of useful and in-
structive information. The website is at a very high level. There is a lot of news and tutorials and 
you can also create your own portfolio. The gallery has many very sophisticated and advanced 
works. I find it very inspirational. I was really lucky to be able to share my works there as well. I’m 
very proud and happy about that.

Web - www.tomstrzal.com

Email - t.strzalkowski@space.pl

Portfolio - tomstrzal.cgarena.com
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PHOTOSHOP

Making of
 Maro Chui Wei
When I start making a character concept art I usually do some quick silhouette thumbnails and 
pick the one I like for further elaboration. Such quick sketches really help to discover some new 
ideas and you never know what will come of it in the end. This is quite exciting process:

After picking a silhouette I start to look for some references. I always try to have some references 
in front of me while working on the concept. It helps to push imagination further and suggests 
some new ideas. But the important thing is not to copy your references blindly but to use them 
as a direction in your work. This way you will learn a lot. 

The next step is making a sketch of the character`s pose. I always start in black and white to de-
termine gesture and silhouette. Too much detalization at this stage is a bad idea because I know 
that I will have to over paint it entirely when it comes to adding colors.
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When I`m happy with the pose I proceed to colors. I use three ways of putting colors on a black 
and white picture:

1. Simply putting colors on top of the black and white sketch! (My favorite method)
2. Using an Overlay or Color layers over your picture to find out what you want.
3. Using Color Balance or Curves (experiment with the channels) adjustments on your pic-
ture.  These are very handy tools. 

After the color appears I started to define my picture. 

When I work I try to put all new or questionable ideas on individual layers. This helps to keep your 
work clean. It also gives you an easy way to select parts of your picture and adjust them separate 
from the other stuff. For example the mask on his face was added at the last moment (I knew I 
wanted it to be there but wasn`t sure it would fit): 

The same is true for the background. I always keep it separate from the figure. 

I had some really nice textures so I decided to use them in the first place before I start to draw 
ghosts behind the character. 
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I experimented with the layer blending mode (put the texture layer on Multiply) and transformed 
it until I was happy with the way it looked. On top of this mess I drew the details. 

I use different tricks when I work on the picture. Lasso tool and 
layer masks for selecting the parts I need, gradient tool for mak-
ing subtle tone changes and adjustment layers. All this helps to 
achieve the result the fastest way possible. This is what I got in 
the end.

Web - www.stefanatserk.ucoz.ru

Email - stefanatserk@hotmail.com

Portfolio - stefanatserk.daportfolio.com
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MAYA, ZBRUSH

Making of
 Little Honey
My name is Aybars Turan, I was born and raised in Istanbul, Turkey. I have been living in USA 
from 5 years. I studied sculpture and painting in Turkey and NY. Currently I am studying at Acad-
emy of Art University, majoring MFA 3D modeling program. I have been focusing on characters 
but also environment & prop modeling and all are different passions for me. I have been in CG 
world since mid-2010. Overall, I really think that modelers should learn Texturing, lighting, ren-
dering  and their characters or environments in their artistic way as much as possible. Take them 
out from their gray life.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Little Honey is a character from the Muscle Beach animation movie. Muscle beach, Corey Ros-
en’s animated feature film project which would be released in 2013. Director Corey Rosen who 
works at Tippett Studio and Academy of Art University created his team at the AAU and leading 
the project with many talented artists. Now here we go. Little Honey Character design by Jamie 
Chreszczyk.
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MODELING

I worked with Maya and ZBrush (only moving things around and smoothing the mesh) during the 
modeling progress. Started and finished the model in Maya in T pose for the production pipeline. 

I was paying attention to topology and tried to keep the mesh not too heavy even though it was 
a feature animation movie I like to work with med poly count. Clothes and Hair would be a simu-
lation. So, I just created a mesh to hold the space on the model. During the time I finished the 
model I had a chance to talk to the Disney Modeling team at SIGGRAPH. They told me to do 
work on hair and pose the character. They don’t want to see regular T-pose models. I had my 
critique and decided to work on my Little Honey still image for my portfolio.



BY AYBARS TURAN, TURKEY

UV UNWRAPPING

We all love UV’s don’t we. I used Headus UV Layout for UV unwrapping. I strongly recommend 
it. It saves you time and you will be much happier with the results :) 

UV Body                                                               UV Clothes

TEXTURING

I wanted to create cute beautiful eyes and some cloth 
details. I textured iris in Mudbox.
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LIGHTING

I used Vray Rectangle lights in order to get decent light simulation. 

POSING

Since this project would be a piece for my portfolio I 
did pose my little honey in ZBrush by using Zsphere 
rigging system. It is super quick and effective way of 
posing. As I said, I was looking for something to create 
simple and fast. I found myself in contrapposto pose 
which is one of the most difficult poses for me. I tried 
different versions and got a critique from friends whose 
opinions I trust.

Finally I was ok with the pose.
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ZBRUSH FIBER MESH FOR HAIR

I had a chance to test ZBrush fiber mesh with this project. I have to be honest; it’s a lot more 
fun than dealing with Shave and a haircut in Maya. It gives you a lot of freedom to play with the 
overall shape. You can export the curves or the geometry. Since it’s going to be a still image, I 
exported the fiber mesh as geometry and rendered in Vray.

RENDERING

Rendering is a lot fun. I used the Vray fast SSS 
for skin, Vray Hair Mtl for hair and VrayMtl for the 
rest of the parts. I used 32 bit EXR, 2K images. 
After I rendered my passes out, I was ready for 
Comp and play with Photoshop.
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COMPOSITING

First, I used Nuke to con-
vert my EXR images to 
PNG and then I brought 
my passes in different lay-
ers to Photoshop.

After that it’s all about what 
you would like to see as the 
final look of your character. 
I am a big Disney Fan and 
I really wanted to make her 
look like a cute and charm-
ing character. Tangled and 
Disney’s Paperman in-
spired me a lot during the 
time. I duplicated some 
layers and played with the 
filters. I love the ability of 
changing my background 
of the image. I used pur-
ple, gray and pink colors to 
give it a nice warm feeling.

In conclusion, I love my Little Honey and I believe it is going to be a great reference for people 
who are currently working on Texturing part of the pipeline. I hope you guys like my making of 
Little Honey and please follow my website which contains my blog as well.

Web - www.aybarsturan.us

Email - aybours@gmail.com
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3DS MAX, VRAY, ZBRUSH, PHOTOSHOP

Making of
 Old Man in the Dark
Hi my name is Raphael Boyon and I am a senior character Artist at Ubisoft. I have recently creat-
ed a portrait of an “Old man in the dark” and I will try to give you a little breakdown of my process 
to create this piece. As far as my tool goes, I used ZBrush, 3DSmax 2012, Vray 2 and Photoshop.

The biggest thing I’ve learned working on this is that if you want to achieve a realistic portrait it 
is important to take your time on every single step of the creation process. Our eyes are trained 
and they see human beings all the day, so it will look for the mistakes and won’t accept any inac-
curacy.

That being said my pipeline is very classical, nothing fancy: Modeling, UVs, Baking maps, Light-
ing, Shading, Texturing, and finally rendering.

MODELING A REALISTIC HUMAN HEAD

I always start with looking for a reference. 3d.sk is 
usually a great start but everybody knows this site 
and some face might look way too familiar. So I al-
ways end up mixing 3d.sk references with actors, or 
persons I know.

I tend to start modeling from a base mesh from my 
library. If possible it should have UV’s to save me 
some time. 

One important step is to make sure your base mesh 
roughly fits a real size. Whether it is cm or inches you 
are using, you want to make sure your head is the 
size of a real one. This will prove particularly useful when working the skin shader later on.

In my opinion, modeling a good head is really about the anatomy. And by anatomy I mean skull. 
While the rest of the human body is probably about 30% bones – 30% muscles – 30% fat, the 
face is a lot about bony landmarks, especially in the upper portion.

I try to progress as slowly as possible through the subdivision levels. It’s always tempting to rush 
your way up to 5 million polys and sculpt pores and wrinkle while the structure of your face is 
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not there. Try not to. Otherwise, 
other than the bony parts, an old 
man is all about the gravity: eye 
bags, mouth and neck must all 
feel affected by gravity.

When I am happy with the overall 
structure of the face I start detail-
ing. I have built up a nice library 
of alphas that I am using all the 
time. Some are the really famous 
and awesome alphas from Rick 
Baker and Kris Costa, some are 
my own that is custom made, and 
others are extracted from Face 
scans. I never completely rely 
on alphas for sculpting details 
though. I always add a layer of 
sculpting on top to blend things 

together. I try not to rush this step as it can 
make or break the piece. Layers are a must at 
this point. Being able to tweak their intensity 
and the morph brush to fade them wherever I 
want is a key part of the process.

Modeling the shirt and the hat were fairly sim-
ple. I have just created a poly mesh in Max, 
GoZed it out to ZBrush and sculpted the main 
folds. Later on, to give a little texture to the hat I imported the hat texture in ZBrush, used “mask 
from intensity” and gave a little inflate (deformation > inflate). This way the fibre volume fits my 
diffuse perfectly.



BY RAPHAEL BOYON, CANADA
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I decided later in the process to give him glasses. 
This was done using very classical box modelling 
techniques.

LAYING OUT UV’S

As I said, I like to start from a base mesh that has 
UV’s already. Laying them out is quite simple so I 
won’t go into too many details in this step. 

I start from GoZing my level zero to max to make 
sure I don’t mess up the scale. I am creating the 
UVs in Max using the pelt mapping and a little re-
lax. I try to hide the seams where they won’t be 
seen: under the hat, behind the ears, etc.… But if 
required I can easily polypaint the seams in ZBrush 
so they are 100% invisible.

Once all the UV’s are laid out for all pieces I move 
on to baking the maps

BAKING THE MAPS

I am going to use displacement for this piece. To do so, I will GoZ my level 0 face back to ZBrush, 
and bake at 16 bit displacement map. 32 bit displacement maps are far longer to create, and 
don’t make any difference in quality as far as I’ve noticed. I will also bake a displacement for the 
shirt, and hat. Just in case, I bake them all 4096 and I can always scale them down later. I will 
also go back to the highest subdivision level, and go masking> mask by cavity> invert the mask 
and fill that with a solid black. Then I will export the diffuse map as my cavity map. This can help 
Texturing and be used as an extra bump map.
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TEXTURING

Texturing was fairly simple. 
I started by polypainting the 
face. I see a lot of people fill-
ing their models with a flesh 
tone and calling it a day. How-
ever skin is not uniform in hue. 
The more bony areas like the 
forehead or the chin are more 
yellowish, nose and cheeks 
tend to have a little more red, 
inside corner of the eyes a lit-
tle more blue. So I tried to lay 
down a solid color base. Once 
I was done, I baked the diffuse 
and imported into Photoshop 
for subtle photo overlays. You 
want to be really careful here 
as you don’t want any light-
ing information inside your 
diffuse. I only use close up 
photographs for tiny little skin 
details, veins, little imperfections.

For the rest of the Texturing I have created tiling patterns for the tweed and fabric and overlaid 
my cavity maps for reference. This helped me paint the little irregularities and stitching on top.

EYES AND FACIAL HAIR

Eyebrows and hair in the nose 
and ears were done by hand us-
ing splines and based on refer-
ence pictures. It is tedious but 
gives this extra realistic feel to 
them. The short beard was done 
using the new Fibermesh feature 
from ZBrush and exported as 
poly mesh. For the rest of the hair 
I used the Hair farm demo. I didn’t 
want to use it for the beard, eyelashes, and eyebrows as I wanted to be able to save them and 
hair farm demo won’t let you. So the only thing I rendered as a separate pass was the hair next 
to the ears and the millions of hair I’ve spread over the tweed to make it look fuzzy.
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Eyes were modelled in pieces just 
like a real eye is: Sclera + Iris + Pupil 
+ Cornea.

COMPOSITING AND LIGHTING

I wanted to give this portrait and am-
ateur photo look. I went for a square 
format that is typical of the Insta-
gram amateur type of photography. 
Regarding the lighting I wanted to 
risk a frontal lighting as you don’t 
see a lot of them on CG portraits. I 
could totally have gone for the usual 
key light + fill light + rim light. That 
always works and it’s the “standard” 
lighting. But I wanted this character 
to feel different from all the portraits 
you can already find online. I wanted 
the lighting to be part of the story tell-
ing. 

Same goes to the 
composition. I 
wanted the frame 
to be a little too 
large for him. So 
he feels just a lit-
tle lost inside. With 
the face expres-
sion I think it helps 
conveying a sense 
of being lost, may-
be a little scared.

To control my re-
flections in the tear 
ducts, eyes and 
glasses I created 
extra “reflection 
only” lights that 
I placed where I 
saw fit.
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SKIN SHADING AND RENDERING

I’ve created my 
skin shader using 
Vray SSS2 shad-
er. I usually work 
on my skin shader 
without any tex-
tures not to get dis-
tracted. I try to get 
the front scattering 
and the red color 
bleeds in the shad-
ows to look right 
before plugging 
the displacement 
and the textures in.

The one parameter 
I play with at first is 
the scale. It is tied 
to the size of your model in the world and that’s why I mentioned the scale in the beginning. The 
bigger the scale factor, the waxier your model will look like. Other than that I just plug the diffuse 
in the SSS color slot, and a hand painted specular map for the more oily portions of the face in 
the specular amount slot. I also added extra specular using a Shellac Material with a specular 
only Vray material. This one gives you much more control over the glossiness, and intensity of 
your specular so I would recommend that. Vray blend works well too but I compared the two and 
I preferred the shellac’s results.

My skin shaders settings are visible on the viewport screenshot attached. Note that the sclera 
material and the iris material are both using SSS2 shaders too while the Cornea is basically a 
glass shader with an IOR that enables a nice refraction from the side.

The final image is basically straight from the VRay renderer except I’ve done a little bit of color 
correction. I have also composited a Depth of field pass and the hair passes from hair farm demo 
to get the final result. It is by no means perfect but I am pretty happy with the outcome. If I was to 
redo this I would probably do things differently but hey, that’s part of the learning curve isn’t it? I 
hope that little making off was useful. Thank you very much for reading and have fun CREATING!

Web - www.bohemond.fr

Email - raphaelboyon@gmail.com
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MAYA, MUDBOX, MENTAL RAY, PHOTOSHOP, AFTER EFFECTS

Making of
 The Green Redemption
In this making I am going to discuss how my work “The Green Redemption” was completed. It 
took me twenty days of direct and indirect work to finish. Primarily I was amazed by a short part of 
Houdini 2012 Demo Reel where two people pass through a cave and the high-contrast illumina-
tion of the cave amazed me to make a displacement-based cave, however, being incorporated 
by a King Kong shot my initialization found its eventual route.

MODELING THE CAVE

First of all, I made a very simple cubic model of the cave in Autodesk Maya, this wasn’t the end 
of this phase, and I added a few divisions and sculpted (in Maya) it further to make a rough super 
low-res model. 

Then I imported the model into the Mudbox in OBJ format. 
I have not seen any sculpting process before, as to bring 
it into my project; I just used my own brain to cultivate the 
methods. I smoothed my model several levels up (five) and 
then begin to sculpt the major deformations, bulges and 
dips. Half done with direct sculpting, half the other was ex-
ecuted using maps.

Some stones were sculpted in this stage. I applied some 
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directional modifications to enhance the wilderness of the appearance. The way I managed the 
details was different from a gallery work, since I thought of the days of a moving camera in the 
cave, where I would definitely have needed an overall distribution of the details (look at the right 
way in the cave near the column).

After sculpting the major surficial variations over the cave, I went one level upper and added large 
detail such as crevices, fissures, cracks and clefts. Again I added another level and tweaked the 
details; this step brought all the finalization of the appearance of the cave surface, hugely sig-
nificant. I used maps to add micro details to the surface and then still wanted to keep the whole 
thing manageable, however at some point it slipped a little uncontrollable. Eventually I came up 
with a rough surface similar to a cave. In the image below you see an image different from a noisy 
image, but it has three significant features that I looked for:

• Sized super high resolution, without any loss of data

• Being a real world image, meaning a natural gathering of the elements, such as noises 
which are not left alone like a computer generated noise, but it is on a rocky surface, and a rocky 
surface has its own fissures and cracks, cuts and continuations.

• As said above, it not only adds noisy details to your model but also primarily adds nice 
bulges and cuts to your model.
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ROCKS AND STONES

I generated some rocks using a script downloaded from the internet. The rocks were put into 
two groups, the first group were large ones which had to be UVed and textured with more care 
since they would be clearly seen in the final render, the second group were rocks which were 
UV’ed and textured with less care and attention compared to the first group. For populating them 
through the scene I used a script, which enabled me to paint rocks through the surface with a 
random scaling and rotation.

Texture Cave Details
Finished Cave Surface
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One Rock Example    Scene Full of Rocks

TEXTURE PAINTING

The cave model, which was a heavy one, with near 19 million faces, was painted in the Mudbox. 
I kept all sculpt layers on so that I could paint more realistically. It is important to say that before 
beginning this stage, I made a UV set in Mudbox. I used large images in conjunction with Projec-
tion brush in Mudbox to paint. A primary rocky texture for the whole model was painted. I then 
merged in several other layers of texture to make them look natural. Since the whole cave in the 
real world is fed from one sort of material (probably) but changed due to the course of the time. 
For instance I used a new image to paint the crevices and cracks. After this stage, there was time 
to paint moss and greenish layer coated over the cave surface. I painted two greenish layers with 
a moss texture in the Mudbox as the color, and a grayed moss texture of mine as Stencil (alpha-
pass-through). Two layers differed in details, one was less detailed more feathered, and another 
one was more detailed and less feathered.

Cave Stone Painted
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Cave Moss Painted

For the rock’s texture, I used a tillable texture and repeated them in Maya. They worked since 
I knew the distance from the camera that they were placed, and the environmental effect upon 
them was enough to lessen the textural deficiencies, if any.

PLANTING

I used Autodesk Maya Paint FX to grow plants in the cave. I used several types including palm, 
rubber plant and bushes. Ivies were painted in a separate section due to their special nature. I 
cared not much to the ivies’ precise placement on the surface, but more I tried to match them to 
the whole composition, yet in a wild way. 

All plants were rendered in poly and rendered us-
ing Mental Ray mia material. I gave them, at most 
instances, some specularity + reflection so to give 
them an aesthetically nice look. For ivies, I used a 

randomization for leaves, as it would happen 
in the real world. Before this I took several test 
renders for the plants as to evaluate their ac-
commodation next to each other. This exami-
nation played a decisive role in my planting.
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DISPLACEMENT

As you probably 
know the displace-
ment in such pro-
jects plays a sig-
nificant role, since it 
carries the burden 
of so many details. 
What is important 
in working with dis-
placement is the 
awareness that your 
base model indeed 
should already have 
the major deformations, large surficial variations and noticeable cuts-through; why? Because the 
displacement map is unable to handle full deformations of your geometry that you want it to result 
something like your [original] sculpted high resolution model. You must delegate half responsibil-
ity to the base model, and half the other to the displacement map. Here you can see my base 
model imported into Maya from Mudbox.

The format for the exportation of the displacement map 
was OpenEXR. I tried several exportations ranging from 
TIFF and PNG to OpenEXR 32 bit floating point, black & 
white. I also used the subdivision method, with 8k size 
and 2x anti-aliasing. Now let me explain the size: I did the 
multiplication 8192 * 8192 and it resulted in 67,108,864. 
This means that if my geometry has 70,000,000 faces 
then this 8k size is not enough since each face must at 
least have one pixel to show up. In my case, the poly 
count of the cave was near 19 million so 8k would work 
properly. Due to this rule, 4k was not able to do so, since 
4096 * 4096 is 16,777,216 which is less than 19 million. To conclude, OpenEXR work perfectly 
for me and brought as many details as I needed. Here I have put a part of the map, it is actual-
sized.

Longer way was in Maya. Mental Ray triangulates faces and this means in a 2-multiplications 
of the poly count of the geometry. If you have a cube that has 6 faces then mental ray converts 
it into 12 faces because of its triangulation algorithm. Here I need again some calculation, but 
before that I passed two important steps in Maya: on geometry’s attributes I checked off “Feature 
Displacement” as to make it fully row to embrace a new displacement mapping proposed by me. 
Second step was to subdivide-approximate the geometry. The number that I do should be multi-
plied by the poly count of base mesh and must be equal to the half of your original high resolution 
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model’s poly count. Let’s give an example:

If my cube in Mudbox has 1200 faces, and my mid-resolution model in Maya has 200 faces, I 
should set N Subdivision to a number that would result in 500 faces, since when rendered, Men-
tal Ray triangulates it and makes its poly count two times more. Therefore I set N Subdivision to 
3.

A last thing that was hugely important for me to apply onto the geometry, was to turn off CCMesh 
to render my displacement map fully, as it would be mentioned later this increased my render 
time as well.

LIGHTING

I used Mental Ray Sun and Sky lighting system. Also 
in all texture a gamma node was incorporated. For a 
smooth FG I increased the accuracy and also imposed 
a distance-based limitation. By increasing the inten-
sity of the light, some nice interior illumination would 
be merged which I like a lot, however the mouth of the 
cave received higher exposure, which I liked, too. An-
other portal light for the hole at the middle of the cave 
was used. Maybe the cave is inside a mountain which 
is indeed a ravine and therefore such fissure would be 
completely justifiable. Mental Ray portal lights give a 
nice natural light since it will die based on a physically 
correct algorithm, 
thanks to Mental 
Images then. I in-
creased the intensity 
of Portal Light, to say 
the last point, it was 
attached to an area 
light. 

In the image o right 
I have rendered the 
cave with a lambert 
material, but with final 
lighting. The high ex-
posure of the cave’s 
mouth is solved to 
desired quality when 
textured, since tex-
tures decrease the 
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RENDERING

Rendering the scene was a great challenge to me, due to high quantity of the faces; my memory 
could not manage the data into a final render. What I did was to go through several options to 
engage my machine fully in the render. As already said, CCMesh increased the render speed, 
but turning it off brought me another challenge, since by turning it off it means Mental Ray would 
tessellate the geometry using its old algorithm. It is not really possible to talk about the memory 
management comprehensively, but I give a concise explanation of important parts. I used Mental 
Ray Unified Sampling, interfaced by elementalray.wordpress.com thank them very much. This 
sampling decreases the render time and also enables you to have a much deeper and wider 
control over your individual sampled-nodes in the scene. Beside this, extending windows virtual 
memory indeed helped me colossally. 

Most of the materials in the scene were Mia Material. Due to my lighting system (sun & sky), I 
wrote a MEL script to add a gamma node set 0.454 whenever and wherever I needed. There are 
times when your final artwork’s deficiencies have some other reasons. I put down these reasons 
to exhaustive moments of workflow, where a script could do the jobs which otherwise would kill a 
notable amount of your energy. Gamma node was one of these boring jobs, that since I had not 
decided on my lighting from possible lighting solutions, I did not add any gamma node to my ma-
terials. For Mia Material there is a nice point, it gives you a very nice physically correct calculation 
of reflection. One may say physically correct simulation is not as significant as artistic beauty, but 
I answer that in the case of lights and reflectivity, fortunately or unfortunately, physical correct-
ness are beautiful compared to odd overall reflection, traditionally algorithm I mean.

Here I have put you my 
cave’s shading network:
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An example of a plant’s shad-
ing network.

To get a more realistic look I 
painted a reflection map for 
the cave in Mudbox and then 
used in Maya as a reflection 
map. 

Finished Work 
Before Compositing
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COMPOSITING

I used After Effects with Photoshop to perform the compositing 
stage. I rendered an ambient occlusion to enhance my image 
quality specially shadow details. Also in order to have more con-
trol over my color correction process, some objects were rendered 
white against a whole black environment, let’s call it mask. I used 
masks to isolate a specific part of the image for a separate and 
special color modification. I have made use of this mask to change 
left side ivies color a little.

For adding some volumetric light at the middle of the cave where 
a light beam is entering through the fissure, I rendered a light, a 
fog-light, and then added it onto my composition in AE.

Below is the volume light pass and most importantly Ambient Oc-
clusion pass:

Just before finishing the project dust 
and particles were added. I used Trap-
code Particular to add particles and 
insects through the cave, it helped 
me exceedingly. Also Video Copilot’s 
Optical Flares were employed to illu-
minate some light effects. Also two lay-
ers of spider web were merged into the 
whole composition. These final details 
brought my image better appearance. 
I have put a snapshot of workflow in 
After Effects:
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I framed the image, made an overall modification in Photoshop, and then saved it. Here is the 
final image:

Blog - artixel.wordpress.com

Email - mostafatalebi@rocketmail.com

http://artixel.wordpress.com
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Softimage, ZBrush
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CGARENA STORE

MAYA SCRIPTING - AN INTRO AND APPLICATION - In this training, 
Instructor Luiz Kruel gives a comprehensive and applicable overview of 
scripting with Autodesk Maya. Luiz starts off with the basics and goes 
through the UI, variables, arrays, commenting, and more. Luiz then goes 
into more complicated commands and builds a Mel script to zero out con-
trols on a character. From there, he spends a large portion of the training 
on Python and shows how to write very practical scripts to use in produc-
tion. Luiz walks you though creating a pivot script, combine script, x-ray 
script, separation, widgets, collision tool, and finally a renamer script.

CREATING V-RAY MATERIALS VOL 1-2-3 - In this training bundle, Insturc-
tor will show you how to create the normal and complex materials, which 
can be further modified to make countless variations. The techniques they 
are using can be mixed and matched, or used to create completely differ-
ent materials. These video series will show you some tricks you can apply 
to your own work in more than one way. Instructor also showing how to ren-
der out UVW templates and paint custom maps for those special objects 
where simple tileable materials will not work. If you think you are ready for 
some advanced tricks and techniques, this video tutorial is for you!

CHARACTER MODELING IN 3DS MAX - Take your skills to the next level. 
This Character Modeling in 3ds Max Tutorial Video is the ultimate in com-
prehensive instruction for the discerning professional. These Character 
Modeling in 3ds Max Tutorials break even the most complex subjects down 
into easy to follow segments, following along is simple. Practical working 
files further enhance the learning process and provide a degree of reten-
tion that is unmatched by any other form of training. These training classes 
use broadcast quality audio and video to deliver concise and informative 
training right to your desktop.

visit
 www.cgarena.com/store

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

http://www.cgarena.com/store/maya-scripting-intro
http://www.cgarena.com/store/creating-vray-materials-vol1-vol2-vol3
http://www.cgarena.com/store/character-modeling-3dsmax


and Happy NewYear



Have you created your
CG Portfol io?
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How to send in your images.. .
We showcase the cream of reader images in magazine and on website gallery. 

Here’s how to get yours noticed

Upload Images through Website
Follow this link http://www.cgarena.com/submit.php

This is by far the quickest and easiest way to send your images to us.
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